
Assessment Opportunity:
History:
 Understand and explain the life of 

poor children during Victorian 
Britain.

 Understand and explain the political 
changes during Victorian Britain 



Lesson 7
History



Learning to analyse evidence 
from sources on the Factory Act 

of 1844 and evaluate their 
reliability.



Revisited Vocabulary

Government
Conditions
Factories

Campaign 



Government 
A government is a group of people that 
have the power to rule in a territory, 

according to the law.

Conditions 
a state of being.



Factories  
A factory is a building where workers use 

machines to make things for sale

Campaign 
a series of activities meant to produce a 
particular result an election campaign.



New Vocabulary

Legislation
Textiles

Industries



Legislation
the action of making laws

Textiles
Cloth, textile or fabric are similar names for 
manufactured material. 

Industries
An industry is a group of businesses that make or sell 
similar products or perform similar services. Factories 
are part of manufacturing industries.



Prior Knowledge Check: Do it now!

Who passes new legislation? 

Who was responsible for passing the Factory Act 
of 1844? 



Today we are travelling back in time to the year…

1844



The Factory Act of 1844 meant that children between 8 
and 13 were no longer allowed to work over 6.5 hours 

a day.
Watch the video clip to understand conditions and for 

further information.

1844

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.u
k/education/resources/1833-
factory-act/#teachers-notes

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/resources/1833-factory-act/#teachers-notes


Source 1



Source 1
This is an extract from a Factory Inspectors Report (1836).
1) Who gave the evidence to the factory inspector?
2) Work out how many hours (not including breaks), the boys are 

reported to have worked without stopping
3) Which parts of the new Factory Act have been broken?
4) What does the tone of the letter tell us about what the factory 

inspectors thought about the firm Taylor, Ibbotson & Co?
5) Having studied this source, would you be right to conclude that 

the 1833 Factory Act did nothing to solve the problems of child 
workers? Explain your answer



Source 2



Source 2
This is a piece of a document detailing which companies broke the 
law.
1) What is the most common offence recorded?
2) Work out how much is fined for the different offences
3) By looking at the fines, which offence is regarded as the most 

serious?
4) How effective was the 1833 Factory Act? Explain your answer. 

(Hint: is the number of convictions a good or bad sign?)



Source 3



Source 3
This is a photograph of workers in a factory in 1903.
1) What kind of factory is the boy working in?
2) How old do you think he is?
3) Write a list of all the dangers you can see in the factory and 

what you think could be done to improve them
4) This photograph is from 1903, 70 years after the first Factory 

Act. Explain whether you think work in the factory had improved 
for child workers by this time

5) Is the illustration at the top of this page and this photograph 
reliable evidence of working conditions in a factory? Give reasons 
for your answer.



challenge
You are one of the four factory inspectors in 1836 
trying to enforce the Factory Act. You have seen the 
evidence of abuse of the law and you are unhappy 
with the present system. Write a letter to the Home 
Secretary suggesting ways to improve the law and 
better methods of enforcing it.



What have we learned today?
Using these sentence starters, discuss what you know now 

that you didn’t do before this lesson.  We will share our 
opinions with the rest of the class. Be prepared to speak.

In my opinion, the Factory Act of 1844 improved / did not 
improve the lives of Victorian children because…

When analysing evidence it is important to remember that…


